
TRANSVIEW
Your Personal
Travel Assistant

Alexa, Please open TRANSVIEW

Why should we use it?

The TRANSVIEW Alexa Skill helps you get 
the traffic and transit information that 
you really want, easier and faster!

Instead of manually going through 
websites, setting up filters, generating 
queries, selecting dropdowns or check 
boxes, the TRANSVIEW Alexa Skill will 
allow users to formulate queries 
naturally, by speaking.

What is the TRANSVIEW
Personal Assistant?

The TRANSVIEW Personal Assistant is an Alexa-
based Skill, that, when enabled, allows motorists 
and commuters alike, to ask for real-time traffic 
and transit conditions throughout the region. We 
developed the TRANSVIEW Alexa skill using data 
from the TRANSVIEW SPATEL System.

Simply say, "Alexa, Report anything around the 
George Washington Bridge" and Alexa will 
provide any real-time traffic and transit 
information that would be available through the 
TRANSVIEW SPATEL System.
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WHAT IS TRANSVIEW?
TRANSVIEW is a suite of over 17 products and 
services developed by Infosenseglobal that provide 
transportation agencies the ability to integrate, 
aggregate, analyze and then distribute traffic and 
transit information in realtime.

Ask us for a demonstration of the TRANSVIEW
Suite of Services today!

Enable the TRANSVIEW Skill from the Alexa App
TRANSVIEW simplifies a complex interaction platform, by providing a keyboard less interaction using 
the simplest tool available — “The human voice.”

Hi! Alexa, Please open TRANSVIEW

Alexa, report station near me

Alexa, report anything 
on bus route number 76

Alexa, report event details for New York City

Alexa, report train details from Metropark to 
Ny Penn Station

Alexa, what’s going on around me?

Alexa, report travel time for sector 
Ben Franklin bridge


